Evaluation of anticancer property of mango peel and flesh after formalin treatment
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ABSTRACT

Cancer is life threatening disease and the second leading cause of death. Various phenolic compounds obtained from plant sources such as fruit, bark, leaf and roots acts against cancer but when such fruits are treated with some chemicals such as formalin which itself a carcinogenic agent changes antioxidant potential of that fruit. To evaluate the change of anticancer potential fresh raw mangoes are collected and treated with formalin for 7 days and various parameters such as tumour cell growth inhibition, increase life span are measured. Various haematological parameters such as red blood cell, white blood cell and haemoglobin content is measured. It is found that normal mango peel contain higher anticancer property as compare to mango flesh. But when this mango peel is treated with formalin, its anticancer potential is decreases, not only in the peel but also in the flesh, which suggests the presence of formalin in mango flesh. From the study it is observed that normal mango peel (NP) causes significant inhibition of tumor cell growth (76.74%) and sufficiently increases life span (76.60%) at 100mg/kg daily dose whereas formalin treated peel (FP) causes (52.69%) tumour cell growth inhibition and increases lifespan (57.29%) at the same dose. On haematological study, normal mango peel increases red blood cell and Haemoglobin content and decreases white blood cell content but formalin treated sample does not make sufficient change. The anti-cancer activity shows a direct correlation with the dose.
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INTRODUCTION

Research is now focusing on the search for new types of natural chemotherapeutic agent that is plant based medicines which are proving to be excellent sources of new compounds. A survey lists over 1400 genera of herbs that have a history of use in cancer treatments [1]. Cancer continues to represent between 2 and 3% of cancers in females are attributed to alcohol [2]. In 2015, cancer caused about 3% of all human deaths worldwide (7.9 million) and the rates are rising in the developing world [3]. In 2008, approximately 12.7 million cancers were diagnosed (excluding non-melanoma skin cancers and other non-invasive cancers), and in 2010 nearly 7.98 million people died [4]. In 2012, 8.2 million people died due to cancer throughout the world [5]. Recent data suggests that 196,900 peoples are diagnosed of cancer and 78,000 deaths are occurred in Canada in 2015 due to cancer [6], while in 2012, 186,400 new cases of cancer (excluding non-melanoma skin cancer) was diagnosed and 75,700 cancer deaths was occurred in Canada [7]. In 2015 about 1,658,370 new cases of cancer have been identified and about 589,430 peoples are died in United States [8]. In Australia, 130,470 new cases of cancer was diagnosed in 2015, with that number set to rise to 150,000 by 2020 [9].

Particular substances have been linked to specific types of cancer. Tobacco smoking is associated with many forms of cancer [10] and causes 90% of lung cancer [11]. In Western Europe 10% of cancers in males and 3% of cancers in females are attributed to alcohol [12]. Cancer related to one's occupation is believed to represent between 2–20% of all cases [13]. Physical inactivity is believed to contribute to cancer risk not only through its effect on body weight but also through negative effects on immune system and endocrine system [14]. A high-salt diet is linked to gastric cancer, aflatoxin B1, a frequent food contaminate, with liver cancer, and betel nut chewing with oral cancer [15]. Gastric cancer is more common in Japan due to its high salt diet [16]. Physical inactivity is believed to contribute to cancer risk not only through its effect on body weight but also through negative effects on immune system and endocrine system [14]. A high-salt diet is linked to gastric cancer, aflatoxin B1, a frequent food contaminate, with liver cancer, and betel nut chewing with oral cancer [15]. Gastric cancer is more common in Japan due to its high salt diet [16]. Physical inactivity is believed to contribute to cancer risk not only through its effect on body weight but also through negative effects on immune system and endocrine system [14]. A high-salt diet is linked to gastric cancer, aflatoxin B1, a frequent food contaminate, with liver cancer, and betel nut chewing with oral cancer [15]. Gastric cancer is more common in Japan due to its high salt diet [16]. Physical inactivity is believed to contribute to cancer risk not only through its effect on body weight but also through negative effects on immune system and endocrine system [14]. A high-salt diet is linked to gastric cancer, aflatoxin B1, a frequent food contaminate, with liver cancer, and betel nut chewing with oral cancer [15]. Gastric cancer is more common in Japan due to its high salt diet [16]. Physical inactivity is believed to contribute to cancer risk not only through its effect on body weight but also through negative effects on immune system and endocrine system [14]. A high-salt diet is linked to gastric cancer, aflatoxin B1, a frequent food contaminate, with liver cancer, and betel nut chewing with oral cancer [15]. Gastric cancer is more common in Japan due to its high salt diet [16]. Physical inactivity is believed to contribute to cancer risk not only through its effect on body weight but also through negative effects on immune system and endocrine system [14]. A high-salt diet is linked to gastric cancer, aflatoxin B1, a frequent food contaminate, with liver cancer, and betel nut chewing with oral cancer [15]. Gastric cancer is more common in Japan due to its high salt diet [16].
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection of plant material

About 10 kg of raw mango was collected from the garden as pure state and it does not contain any foreign chemical. After collecting the mango were washed out in distilled water and shed dried. The mango was divided into two groups, one group is treated with formalin for 7 days and other group was kept as normal. The formalin solution was sprayed by the spray gun. Both groups of mangoes were peeled off and peels and fleshes are oven dried at 55°C. The peels and flesh of each group are then ground into coarse powder. The samples are then extracted by ethanol under sonication bath and filtered. The filtrate was then concentrated with a rotary evaporator under reduced pressure at 50°C to obtain brownish mass of peels and reddish mass of flesh.

Transplantation of ascite tumour

Ascitic fluid was drawn out from different tumour bearing Swiss albino mice at the respective log-phases of tumour cells. A 3 ml syringe filled with 20 gauge needle was used for this tumour cell aspiration. The freshly drawn fluid was diluted with normal saline (0.98% NaCl solution) and the tumour cells number was adjusted to approximately 2×10⁶ cells / ml by counting the cell number with the help of a haemocytometer. The viability of tumour cells was observed by trypan blue dye (0.4%) exclusion assay. Cell sample showing above 90% viability were used for transplantation. Tumour suspension of 0.1 ml was injected intraperitoneally (i.p.) to each Swiss albino mouse. Strict aseptic condition was maintained throughout the transplantation process.

Preparation of stock solution

For therapeutic treatment, stock solution of bleomycin was made by using distilled water at the concentration of 0.075 mg/ml. Crude mango extract was dissolved in pure distilled water at the concentrations of 6.25 mg/ml and 12.5 mg/ml.

Determination of cell growth inhibition

To determine the cell growth inhibition, six groups of Swiss albino mice (6 in each group) weighing 20-25 gm were used. For therapeutic evaluation 13.6×10⁶ EAC cells in every mouse were inoculated into each group of mice on day ’0’. Treatments were started after 24 hours of tumour inoculation and continued for five days. Group one to four received the test compound at the doses of 50 mg/kg (i.p.), and 100 mg/kg (i.p.) and group five received bleomycin at the dose of 0.3 mg/kg (i.p.) and group six was used as control. Mice in each group were sacrificed on day 6 and the total intra peritoneal tumour cells were harvested by normal saline (0.98%). Viable cells were first identified by using trypen blue and then counted by a haemocytometer. Total number of viable cells in every animal of the treated groups was compared with those of control (EAC treated only) group.

Determination of survival time and increase lifespan

For this determination, [27] method was followed. Tumour growth were monitored and host survival was recorded as expressed as mean survival time in days and percent increase of life span was calculated by using the following formulae:

\[
\text{Mean survival time (MST)} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{Survival time (days)} \times \text{number of mice}}{\text{Total number of mice}}
\]

\[
\text{Percent increase of life span (ILS)} = \left( \frac{\text{MST of treated group}}{\text{MST of control group}} - 1 \right) \times 100
\]

Determination of haematological parameter

Haematological parameters were studied in both normal and tumour bearing mice. In case of tumour bearing mice, treatment was started after 24 hours of EAC cell transplantation and continued for 10 days. Blood was drawn from each group of mice on day 12 by tail puncture and determined Haemoglobin, Red blood cell and White blood cell content.

Total Red blood cell count

Exactly 10 µl non coagulating blood was drawn with the tip of a micropipette and diluted to 1000 times with red cell counting fluid. RBC was counted with hemocytometer and the number of cells was counted with a microscope.

Total White blood cell count

Exactly 10 µl non coagulating blood was drawn with the tip of a micropipette and diluted with 1 ml WBC counting fluid and mixed properly; the resultant mixture was checking in Neubauer haemocytometer and the number of cells was counted with a microscope. The dilution factor was 100. Total WBC cells per ml were calculated.

Estimation of haemoglobin

The amount of haemoglobin was measured by using Sahling’s hemometer. Blood was drawn into the pipette up to the mark and transferred to the cuvette (tube) in haemometer containing a little amount of N/10 HCl. Distilled water was added and stirred until a good colour match was obtained. The final reading of the solution in the cuvette was noted. From the cuvette reading gram % (gm/dl) of haemoglobin was calculated.

RESULTS

Effects on cell growth inhibition

Effect of the extracts and bleomycin on the EAC cell growth on day six after tumour transplantation are shown in the figure 1.

Treatment with ethanolic extract of NP resulted in maximum cell inhibition at the doses 100mg/kg (i.p) and 50mg/kg (i.p) as evident from 76.74% and 40.35% reduction of tumour cells respectively whereas the same extract with formalin treated show marked reduction of cell growth inhibition as 52.69% and 29.35% respectively. The normal mango flesh show activity of some extent but the activity of formalin treated flesh is negligible. Bleomycin (0.3mg/kg) showed cell growth inhibition by 86.28% (data not shown in the figure).

Effects on survival time

The ethanolic extract of normal mango peel shows a significant increase on survival time of EAC cell bearing mice are shown in the figure 2. It has been observed that tumour induced mouse treated with
the ethanolic extract of normal mango peel at doses of 100 mg/kg (i.p) and 50 mg/kg (i.p) resulted in increase of life span significantly which are 76.00 % and 44.79 % respectively, when compared to that of control mice. The formalin treated mango peel show moderate degree of increase life span 57.29% and 28.13% at doses of 100 mg/kg (i.p) and 50 mg/kg (i.p) (figure 3) whereas the effect of other extract is not significant. The survival time increased when the dose of the extract is increased but treatment with formalin treated extract decreases the life span as compared to normal extract. Bleomycin increased the life span by 84.38% (data not shown in the figure) when compared to the control.

**Effects on haematological parameter**

Haematological parameters were found to be altered from normal values along with the growth of tumour. Haemoglobin and RBC count were found to be decreased and WBC count increased after the inoculation of EAC cells in Swiss albino mice. After treatment with the test extracts at doses 50 mg/kg (i.p) and 100 mg/kg (i.p), it was found that the parameters restored moderately only at high doses.
**DISCUSSION**

It has been reported that uncontrolled proliferation of tumour cell decreases the RBC and Hb content; on the other hand, increases the WBC content [28-29]. To act as a chemotherapeutic agent, the compound must contain some of the property such as to inhibit the tumour growth, increase life span and also to correct the haematological parameters [30-31].

In the cell growth inhibition study, normal mango peel (NP) causes maximum inhibition of tumour cell growth among the extract and its inhibition activity increases with increase of dose. As compared to mango peel and flesh it usually finds that mango peel contains antioxidant activity greater than mango flesh [32-33]. But when we compare it with formalin treated sample it shows that after treatment with formalin anticancer potentials decreases, which might be suggests that formalin penetrated to the peel of mango and changed the anticancer potential of it. Literature review suggests penetration of formalin in to the specimen is a physical process by which the solution diffuses in to the specimen to reach the innermost layers of cells [34] and when tissues are immersed in formalin, they are rapidly penetrated [35-37].

The survival time of tumour bearing mice is also increased in highest amount in normal mango peel (NP) which is satisfactory as compared to the standard drug bleomycin. The flesches of both normal and formalin treated have failed to exert satisfactory increase of life span.

From the haematological study it is observed that, the red blood cell (RBC) and haemoglobin (Hb) is decreased after introduction of EAC cell where as white blood cell (WBC) shows the opposite trend. But treatment with the extracts the RBC is increased except formalin treated flesh (FF) (Figure 4). Normal mango peel (NP) at 100 mg/kg cause maximum increase. Mice treated with NP has RBC is about (2.475 ± 0.035) ×10^12 where in the normal mice its level is (3.125 ± 0.035) ×10^12. After treatment with EAC cell, WBC is increased from the normal value, but when treatment is started it decreases. But in case of formalin treated flesh (FF) it fails to show appreciable change. Normal mango peel (NP) at 100 mg/kg causes maximum reduction of WBC and the value is (13.172 ± 0.11) ×10^9 where the normal mice contain (10.153 ± 0.048) ×10^9 WBC (Figure 5). Normal peel (NP) at 50 mg/kg and formalin treated peel (FP) at 100 mg/kg also shows appreciable reduction of WBC. In case of haemoglobin, the introduction of EAC cell decreases Hb content and after treatment by mango extract in all cases it increases and the increase pattern is dose related.

**CONCLUSION**

This is the first study about comparative evaluation of anticancer property of mango after formalin treatment. There are several studies about penetration of formalin on animal tissue [35-37] but to our knowledge, there is no data about penetration of formalin in fruits. From this study, it can be concluded that mango peel is a potent source of antineoplastic agent which is due to the presence of a phenolic compound, mangiferin [28-29]. From antineoplastic study, it is found that treatment with formalin markedly reduced antineoplastic activity which may be due to the reduction of antioxidant compounds [38-41].
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